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Abstract
In this work, some classical results of the pfaffian theory of the dimer model based on the work of Kaste-
leyn, Fisher and Temperley are introduced in a fermionic framework. Then we shall detail the bosonic 
formulation of the model via the so-called height mapping and the nature of boundary conditions is un-
ravelled. The complete and detailed fermionic solution of the dimer model on the square lattice with an 
arbitrary number of monomers is presented, and finite size effect analysis is performed to study surface 
and corner effects, leading to the extrapolation of the central charge of the model. The solution allows for 
exact calculations of monomer and dimer correlation functions in the discrete level and the scaling behavior 
can be inferred in order to find the set of scaling dimensions and compare to the bosonic theory which 
predicts particular features concerning corner behaviors. Finally, some combinatorial and numerical prop-
erties of partition functions with boundary monomers are discussed, proved and checked with enumeration 
algorithms.
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686 N. Allegra / Nuclear Physics B 894 (2015) 685–732Fig. 1. (a) Perfect matching of the square lattice, and (b) its “domino” representation. This combinatorial problem reduces 
to the calculation of the partition function (1) with t = 1.
1. Introduction
Following Onsager’s solution of the 2d Ising model in the forties [113,80,81], the introduction 
of the Bethe ansatz [13] and the discovery of the machinery of transfer matrices, the field of exact 
solutions of lattice statistical physics models has exploded leading to the birth of a new domain 
of theoretical and mathematical physics known as exactly solved models [10]. The confluence of 
this new field with 2d conformal field theory (CFT) [11] discovered by Belavin, Polyakov and 
Zamolodchikov (see [35] for an extensive monograph) had a huge impact in theoretical physics, 
from high energy to condensed matter, leading to a whole new level of understanding of classical 
and quantum integrable systems [97].
Initially, the dimer model (see Fig. 1) has been introduced by physicists to describe absorption 
of diatomic molecules on a 2d substrate [49], yet it became quickly a general problem studied 
in various scientific communities. From the mathematical point of view, this problem known as 
perfect matching problem [105]—is a famous and active problem of combinatorics and graph 
theory [47] with a large spectrum of applications. The enumeration of so-called Kekulé struc-
tures of molecular graphs in quantum chemistry are equivalent to the problem of enumeration of 
perfect matchings [137]. Besides, a recent connection between dimer models and D-brane gauge 
theories has been discovered [54,52], providing a very powerful computational tool.
The partition function of the 2d dimer model on the square lattice was solved independently 
using pfaffian methods [78,41,134] for several boundary conditions, resulting in the exact cal-
culation of correlation functions of two monomers along a row [43] or along a diagonal [55,42]
in the scaling limit using Toeplitz determinants. For the general case of an arbitrary orientation, 
exact results are given in terms of the spin correlations of the 2d square lattice Ising model at the 
critical point [6,93]. Other lattice geometries have been studied as well, e.g. the triangular lat-
tice [39], the Kagomé lattice [138,139,144], the triangular Kagomé lattice [104], the hexagonal 
lattice [38], the star lattice [44], or more complicated geometries [145] (see [141] for a review). 
The case of surface of high genius have been studied as well in [32].
The detailed study of the free energy and finite size effects began with the work of Ferdi-
nand [40] few years after the exact solution, and has continued in a long series of articles using 
analytical [71,69,70,67,112] and numerical methods [95,96,94,143] for various geometries and 
boundary conditions. Some of these results have been motivated by the conformal interpretation 
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central charge of the underlying field theory.
Recent advances concern the analytic solution of the problem with a single monomer on the 
boundary of a 2d lattice [135,142] thanks to a bijection of Temperley [133], boundary monomer 
correlation functions [122] and monomer localization phenomena [19,74,119]. Dimer models 
have regained interest because of its quantum version, the so-called quantum dimer model, orig-
inally introduced by Rokhsar and Kivelson [126] in a condensed matter context (see [108,50]
for reviews) and equal to the classical model in a specific point of the parameter space. In this 
context, interactions between dimers have been considered at the classical and quantum level 
[4,3,114,33], leading to a richer phase diagram.
For the general monomer–dimer problem (cf. Appendix C for a definition) there is no exact so-
lution except in 1d , on the complete and locally tree-like graphs [2] or scale free networks [146]. 
We can also mention that the matrix transfer method was used to express the partition function 
of the model [103,90] and a very efficient method based on variational corner transfer matrix has 
been found by Baxter [8], leading to precise approximations of thermodynamic quantities of the 
model. From a more mathematical point of view, many results exist, one can mention the location 
of the zeros of the partition function [58,59], series expansions of the partition function [109] and 
exact recursion relations [1]. Very recently an integrable version of the monomer–dimer model 
called monopole–dimer model has been proposed [7], sharing some qualitative features with the 
genuine monomer–dimer model. For d > 2 lattices, no exact solution exists for the dimer model 
in general, but some analytical [125,34] and numerical approaches [14,62] have been performed 
to study the phase diagram of the model. This lack of exact solution has been formalized in the 
context of computer science [75].
The prominence of the dimer model in theoretical physics and combinatorics also comes from 
the direct mapping between the square lattice Ising model without magnetic field and the dimer 
model on a decorated lattice [107,78,41,134] and conversely from the mapping of the square 
lattice dimer model to an eight-vertex model [9,140]. Furthermore the magnetic field Ising model 
can be mapped onto the general monomer–dimer model [59]. Recently, some properties of the 
dimer model has been proved rigorously [83–85] and various correlation functions have been 
studied as well [26,27,36]. We could also mention the study of the double dimer model [87,86]
and the arctic circle phenomena [37,31] in the Aztec geometry dimer model.
Grassmann variables [12], thanks to their nilpotent properties, are very suitable to tackle com-
binatorial lattice models, and many of these models have been partially or entirely solved in the 
frame of fermionic field theory and the dimer model was one of them [127,128]. In this con-
text, we should mention the study of spanning trees and spanning forests [22,21] as well as the 
edge-coloring problem [45,46] which is a special case of a more general loop model [73,92]. The 
approach introduced presently has been developed by Plechko in a series of papers and has been 
widely used to solve in a very simple and elegant fashion many problems, e.g. the 2d Ising model 
[117,118], boundary-field Ising model [28], the Blume–Capel model [116,30] or more general 
spin models [48,29].
Recently a work based on this approach has been published extending the computation of the 
partition function of the dimer model with an arbitrary number of monomers [5]. In this present 
article, we continue the analysis of this solution focusing on the effect of surfaces and corners on 
the free energy and correlation functions. After reviewing the classical pfaffian theory and some 
of its most important features in a fermionic formulation, the bosonic version of the dimer model 
is introduced in order to compare CFT predictions with exact calculations. A special attention 
will be paid to the influence of boundary conditions to the expression of the free energy and 
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be employed to bring out numerical identities about the partition function of the model with 
boundary monomers.
2. Kasteleyn solution and bosonic formulation of the dimer model
In this section, the Kasteleyn–Fisher–Temperley theory of the dimer model is reminded in a 
fermionic field theory formulation and we show how this theory breaks down when monomers 
are introduced [78,134]. This theory was used to compute the partition functions, as well as dimer 
and monomer correlation functions in a perturbative way, leading to exact correlation exponents 
in the thermodynamic limit [41,43]. At the end of the section, the bosonic formulation of the 
dimer model is presented via the so-called height mapping. The model will be then interpreted as 
a Coulomb gas theory of electric and magnetic charges. This theory will be very useful in order 
to compare with exact results about dimer and monomer correlations performed in Section 4. 
Special attention will be paid to boundary conditions and corner effects in a CFT framework, 
which will be crucial in order to interpret finite size effects to the free energy.
2.1. Dimer model and nilpotent variables
A graph G is a pair of sets (V , E), where V is a finite set of vertices, and E is a finite set of 
non-oriented edges. We define the adjacent matrix (also called connectivity matrix) A = (Aij ), 
where the ij -entry is associated with the ordered pair of vertices (vi, vi), then Aij = 1 if vi and 
vj are joined by an edge, and 0 otherwise (cf. Fig. 1 for the square lattice). The perfect matching 
number is the number of configurations with the property that each site of the lattice is paired with 
exactly one of its linked neighbors [105]. In the language of theoretical physics, the enumeration 
of perfect matching of a planar graph G is equivalent to computing the partition function of the 
dimer model on the given lattice. In the simplest form, the number of dimers is the same in all 
the configurations, and the partition function is given by the equally-weighted average over all 
possible dimer configurations.1 In the following, we will include equal fugacities t for dimers, so 
that the average to be taken then includes weighting factors for dimers and we write the partition 
function as
Q0[t] =
∫
D[η] exp(−βH), (1)
where the Hamiltonian for the dimer written using commuting nilpotent variables (see Ap-
pendix A) can be written as a sum over every vertices (see Fig. 2), preventing two dimers to 
occupy the same site
H= − t
2
∑
ij
ηiAij ηj , (2)
where Aij is the adjacent matrix of the lattice considered. Let us put β = 1 in the following. 
The nilpotent variables can be seen as commuting Grassmann variables, or simply a product of 
two sets of standard Grassmann variables where ηi = θi θ¯i . The perfect matching number of the 
graph G is equal to the partition function in the case t = 1
1 Throughout this work, we will use the physics terminology and use the expression perfect matching in some specific 
cases.
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Fig. 3. (a) Dimer model with 6 monomers, and (b) its “domino” representation.
Q0[1] =
∫
D[η] exp
(1
2
∑
ij
ηiAij ηj
)
=
∫
D[θ, θ¯ ] exp
(1
2
∑
ij
θi θ¯iAij θj θ¯j
)
= hfA. (3)
We report the reader to Appendix A for the definition of the haffnian of a matrix. In the second 
line we decomposed the nilpotent variables using two sets of Grassmann variables, and we finally 
found the well known graph theory result
perfect G = hfA. (4)
Considering holes in the perfect matching problem is equivalent to removing rows and columns 
at the positions of the holes in the adjacent matrix (see Fig. 3). The resulting combinatorial 
problem is called the near-perfect matching problem. The partition function of the dimer model 
with a fixed number of holes (monomers) can be written as
Qn[1] =
∫
D[θ, θ¯ ]
n∏
p=1
θqp θ¯qp exp
(1
2
∑
ij
θi θ¯iAij θj θ¯j
)
=
∫
D[θ, θ¯ ] exp
(1
2
∑
ij
θi θ¯iA
\{qp}
ij θj θ¯j
)
= hfA\{qp}, (5)
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but now the matrix A\{qp} is the adjacent matrix of the original graph with positions of the n
monomers removed. Suppose we remove two sites q1 and q2 on the graph G, then it is similar 
to introduce two nilpotent variables ηq1 and ηq2 on the lattice, the correlation function between 
these two monomers is then
〈ηq1ηq2〉 = 〈(θq1 θ¯q1)(θq2 θ¯q2)〉 = Q0[1]−1
∫
D[η] exp
(1
2
∑
ij
θi θ¯iA
\(q1,q2)
ij θj θ¯j
)
= hfA\(q1,q2)hf−1A, (6)
and more generally the n-point correlation function reads〈 n∏
p=1
ηqp
〉
=
〈 n∏
p=1
θqp θ¯qp
〉
= hfA
\{qp}
hfA
. (7)
The partition function and correlations can be studied in the case t = 1 as well, in that case, the 
matrix elements of A are aij = ±t and the generalization is straightforward. Generally correla-
tions between monomers are equal to correlations between nilpotent variables in this framework, 
which can be written in terms of a ratio between two haffnian. Unlike the determinant which 
can be computed by an O(L3) time algorithm by Gauss elimination, there is no polynomial time 
algorithm for computing permanent. The problem of converting a permanent problem into a de-
terminant problem is a long standing problem in pure mathematics, the simplest version of this 
problem is called the Pólya permanent problem [120]. Given a (0, 1)-matrix A := (Aij )L×L, can 
we find a matrix B := (Bij )L×L such that permA = detB (or equivalently hfA = pfB) where 
Bij = ±Aij .
2.2. Haffnian to Pfaffian conversion and Kasteleyn solution
The close-packed dimer model can be solved on any planar lattice by using Pfaffian tech-
niques. These techniques were introduced in the early sixties by Kasteleyn [78] and Temper-
ley [134] and give an answer to the Pólya permanent problem for some particular conditions. 
The Kasteleyn theorem is a recipe to find a matrix2 K in such way that hfA = pfK , where the 
elements of the matrix are Kij = ±1. Kasteleyn theorem is based on a special disposition of 
arrows on the edges of a planar graph,3 the product of their orientation around any even-length 
closed path should be −1. Such a disposition is given in Fig. 4(b) for the square lattice. We define 
an antisymmetric matrix K , where
Kij =
{1 if the arrow points from i to j
−1 if the arrow points from j to i
0 otherwise
Kasteleyn theorem states that the perfect matching number of a given planar graph G is given by
perfect G = hfA = pfK, (8)
which is equal to ±√detK . The ± sign is chosen to make the perfect matching number positive, 
henceforth we will omit this sign in the rest of the article. Differently, this pfaffian can be express 
in terms of Grassmann variables (cf. Appendix A)
2 We will call this matrix the Kasteleyn matrix in the following.
3 This is a condicio sine qua non and the theorem is no longer valid for non-planar graph.
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Table 1
Perfect matching number Q0[1, 1] of the square lattice, for different M and N .
M \ N 2 4 6 8 10 12
2 2 5 13 34 89 233
4 5 36 281 2245 18 061 145 601
6 13 281 6728 167 089 4 213 133 106 912 793
8 34 2245 167 089 12 988 816 1 031 151 241 82 741 005 829
10 89 18 061 4 213 133 1 031 151 241 258 584 046 368 65 743 732 590 821
12 233 145 601 106 912 793 82 741 005 829 65 743 732 590 821 53 060 477 521 960 000
pfK =
∫
D[a] exp
(1
2
N∑
i,j=1
aiKij aj
)
. (9)
For the square lattice, we can choose Boltzmann weights tx and ty for horizontal and vertical 
dimers, then the pfaffian can be computed by using Fourier transform and Kasteleyn found for 
free boundary conditions (cf. [78] for details on calculations)
Q0[tx, ty] =
M/2∏
p=1
N/2∏
q=1
[
4t2x cos
2 πp
M + 1 + 4t
2
y cos
2 πq
N + 1
]
. (10)
In Table 1, we compute Q0[1, 1] using MATHEMATICA®, for different M and N with tx =
ty = 1 (perfect matching number). All these values can be numerically checked using diverse 
algorithms which enumerate all the possible configurations on the square lattice (see [100] for 
details). In the rest of the paper we will omit the labels tx and ty in the partition function and just 
keep Q0.
2.2.1. Entropy in the thermodynamic limit
The asymptotic form L → ∞ of the partition function (for M = N = L) can be easily found 
from Eq. (10)
Q0 ∼ exp GL
2
, (11)π
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the square lattice. This entropy can also be calculated for other bipartite lattice like the honey-
comb lattice, and for non-bipartite lattice like triangular, Kagomé lattice and triangular Kagomé 
lattice. The pfaffian method can be used to compute the partition function of the dimer model on 
various geometries and boundary conditions leading to different values of the entropy (cf. [141]
for review), as long as the lattice has a Kasteleyn orientation (i.e. planar according to the Kaste-
leyn theorem) and as long as N ×M is even. Obviously it is impossible to fill an odd size lattice 
with dimers, without leaving one site empty. We shall take notice later that the form of the free 
energy is strongly dependent on the parity of the lattice.
2.2.2. Probabilities and correlations
The Kasteleyn matrix is a very powerful object, which gives us all the details about probabil-
ities of presence of dimers [43]. For example the occupation probability P[i → j ] of a dimer on 
the link ij is
P[i → j ] = Kij ×K−1ij , (12)
where Kij and K−1ij are the corresponding matrix elements of the Kasteleyn matrix and its in-
verse. The probability of two dimers on the links ij and mn is
P[i → j |m → n] = det
(
K−1ij K
−1
im
K−1mj K−1mn
)
. (13)
In the rest of the paper, we shall use the term correlation even though this quantity is a normalized 
probability. Correlations between more than two dimers are available using the Kasteleyn matrix 
as well. It can be shown [41,43] that dimer–dimer correlations on the square lattice decrease as 
the inverse square of the distance between the two dimers in the thermodynamic limit
P(r) ∼ r−2. (14)
Furthermore it has been also shown that correlations are always critical [79] for bipartite lattices 
and a contrario exponential for non-bipartite lattices as the triangular lattice for example, where 
the fermionic theory underlying is a massive theory [39].
2.3. Monomer correlation functions
Throughout this work the monomer–monomer correlation function C will be defined as the 
ratio of the number of configurations with monomers at fixed positions to the number of config-
urations without monomers. Thus computing a monomer–monomer correlation is stricto sensu
equivalent to compute the partition function with two sites (and all the links connected to these 
sites) deleted. Since such a graph is still planar, Kasteleyn’s construction is still applicable. The 
one complication is that we must ensure that on the new lattice with deleted sites, the number 
of arrows is still clockwise-odd. If all the monomers are located on the boundary of the lattice 
at ordinate {xi}, there is no non-local defect lines between monomers (see Fig. 5), and the mod-
ified matrix K\{xi } defined from K by removing all the rows and columns corresponding to the 
monomer positions has still the proper Kasteleyn orientation. Then the pfaffian of this modified 
4 G = 1−2 − 3−2 + 5−2 − 7−2 + . . . = 0.915965594 . . . .
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corresponding links and the orientation (a) has to be changed to respect the proper orientation (b). (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Kasteleyn matrix K\{xi} gives us the partition function of the dimer model with fixed monomer 
positions. It follows that the correlation function between two monomers on the boundary is
C(x1, x2) := Q2(x1, x2)
Q0
= pf(K−1K\(x1,x2))= 〈aiaj 〉, (15)
where x1 and x2 are the positions of the two monomers. This pfaffian has been computed by 
Priezzhev and Ruelle (cf. [122] for details) in the thermodynamic limit for an arbitrary number 
of monomers at positions {xi}, using a perturbative analysis of the matrix K\{xi} around the 
original Kasteleyn matrix K . The result for the 2n-point correlation is given by
C(x1, x2 . . . x2n) = pf C, (16)
where the matrix element Cij := C(xi, xj ) is the 2-point function of a 1d complex free-fermion, 
equal to
Cij = − 2
π |xi − xj | , (17)
if xi and xj are on opposite sublattices and Cij = 0 otherwise. For monomers in the bulk, the 
things are much more complicated. One sees that the product of arrows around a deleted site 
is now equal to +1 (see Fig. 5). We thus must construct a string of reversed arrows from one 
monomer to the second (see Fig. 5(b)). As long as the arrows are chosen to make all plaquette 
clockwise odd, the correlation is independent of the choice of the path. In the general case of 
bulk monomers, the relation (15) is no longer correct, because the matrix K\(xi ,xj ) is no more a 
Kasteleyn matrix. Then correlations betweens two monomers defined by Q2(xi, xj )/Q0 are not 
equal to correlations between two Grassmann variables 
〈
aiaj
〉
, but disorder operators must be 
added
Q2(xi, xj )
Q0
=
〈
ai exp
(
2
∑
pq
Kpqapaq
)
aj
〉
, (18)
where the sum is over all the links connecting sites i and j , to take account of the reversing line 
between the two monomers. Using a pfaffian perturbative analysis it was shown that monomer 
correlations decrease at the thermodynamic limit as [41,43]
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field h on the figures.
C(r) ∼ r−1/2. (19)
This result is very similar to the construction of the spin correlation functions in the Ising model 
in terms of fermionic variables [77,121]. In fact, on the square lattice, the monomer–monomer 
correlations were shown to have the same long-distance behavior as the spin–spin correlations in 
two decoupled Ising models, explained by the deep relation between the two correlation functions 
for the square lattice given by Perk and Au-Yang [6]. These disorder operators are absent in the 
haffnian theory, Eq. (7), and are the price to pay to solve the problem analytically.
2.4. Mapping to a bosonic theory
2.4.1. Height mapping and Coulomb gas formalism
To any dimer covering we can associate a height on the dual lattice (on the plaquette) which 
is defined as follows [147,102,64,61]. When encircling an even vertex in the positive (counter-
clockwise) direction, the height h increases by +1 upon crossing an empty edge and decreases 
by −3 upon crossing an edge that is covered by a dimer (cf. Fig. 6). It is easy to notice that for 
the allowed configuration the average values hvertex that the height variables can take at a given 
site of the direct lattice (a vertex) are hvertex = ±3/2 or hvertex = ±1/2.5 On the other hand, a 
uniform shift of all the heights by one unit leads to an equivalent state. This mapping works 
stricto sensu for the close packed case. We will find it simpler to work with the rescaled height 
field φ = π2 h. By fixing the rescaled height at an arbitrary point, e.g. φ(0) = 0, these rules define 
the entire height function φ(	r) uniquely. By integrating out the short distance fluctuations, one 
obtains an effective quadratic action S for the bulk height field φ(	r), defined in the continuum, 
which corresponds to the long-wavelength modes
S[φ] = g
2
∫
dxdy
(∇φ)2. (20)
Here g a constant which controls the stiffness of the height model. It is a priori unknown. The 
field has to be invariant under the transformation φ = φ + 2πn to respect lattice symmetries. 
5 We mention here that the height mapping remains valid for the interacting dimer model [4,3,114,33], and it can be 
showed that, at the Kosterlitz–Thouless point, the interactions renormalize the free theory to another value of the stiffness 
g = 2/π .
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85]. Electric charges e correspond to vertex operators appearing in the Fourier expansion of any 
operator periodic in the height field. Dual magnetic charges m correspond to a dislocation in the 
height field and correspond to the dual vertex operator
Ve(z) = : eieφ :
Vm(z) = : eimψ : (21)
where ψ is the dual field of φ and defined as
∂iψ = 	ij ∂jφ. (22)
These operators are primary operators of the c = 1 CFT. The scaling dimension associated to the 
insertion of a particle with electromagnetic charge (e, m) is given by
xg(e,m) = e
2
4πg
+ πgm2. (23)
For example, two monomers on opposite sublattices correspond to two charges m = 1 and 
m = −1. It is known from exact results [41,43] that, the exponent for bulk monomer–monomer 
correlations is 1/2, it fixes gfree = 1/4π for the stiffness constant of the Gaussian field theory de-
scribing the free dimer model. We saw previously that bulk dimer–dimer exponent is 2. Hence the 
bulk monomer and dimer scaling dimensions defined by x(m)b := x 14π (0, 1) and x
(d)
b := x 14π (1, 0)
are
free dimer: gfree = 14π →
⎧⎨
⎩x
(d)
b := x 14π (1,0) = 1
x
(m)
b := x 14π (1,0) = 1/4.
(24)
In this theory the conformal spin of an operator is defined by s(e, m) = em, then monomers and 
dimers are spinless particles but fermions which are order–disorder composite operators [77]
have magnetic and electric charges and carry spins 1/2. The fermion operator has then scaling 
dimension x 1
4π
(1/2, 1) = 1/2. It is also possible to define parafermion operators which obey 
fractional statistics [51] for particular values of the stiffness g. The use of such a mapping to 
study correlation functions dates back to Blöte, Hilhorst, and Nienhuis [111,16]. The neutral 
2-point correlation functions for vertex operators are then given by the standard formula [110]〈
Vm=+1(z)Vm=−1(0)
〉
∼ z−2x 14π (0,1) = z−1/2〈
Ve=+1(z)Ve=−1(0)
〉
∼ z−2x 14π (1,0) = z−2. (25)
The general monomer 2n-point function is given by the product〈
Vm1=±1(z1)...Vm2n=±1(z2n)
〉
∼
∏
i<j (bi − bj )1/2
∏
k<l(wk −wl)1/2∏
p<q(bp −wq)1/2
, (26)
where {bk} and {wk} are the sets of the even/odd sublattice coordinates. In this Coulomb gas 
interpretation of the dimer model, monomers located on the same sublattice are seen as repealing 
equal charges, and monomers on opposite sublattice are seen as attractive opposite charges. It is 
known from exact results [122,5] that, the exponent for monomer correlations is 1 in the case (see 
Eq. (16)) where the monomers are restricted to live on a boundary. Hence the surface monomer 
scaling dimension is x(m)s := 1/2.
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sides of each corner are induced by a bcc operator of scaling dimension 1/32. The dimension does not change if one 
chooses a rectangle M = N .
2.4.2. Rectangular geometry and boundary conditions
On Fig. 7, we show a configuration of dimers on the square lattice with free boundary con-
ditions. The choice of these conditions imposes very specific boundary conditions for the height 
variable. Indeed, we observe that the value of the height h is (..101..) along the boundary until 
the corner and (.. − 10 − 1..) along the next boundary [129] (a similar analysis has been done 
for the strip geometry [131,132]). Then we have, from the point of view of the field theory two 
different averaged boundary conditions either sides of the corner, let us call the boundary fields 
hb = 1/2 and h¯b = −1/2. The proper way to understand how corners change the behavior of the 
height field is through boundary CFT (cf. [60] for introduction). Hence it is natural to introduce 
local operators [23] acting on the corners of the domain, these abjects called boundary condition 
changing operators (bcc) can be showed to be primary operators of the CFT [24]. A careful anal-
ysis shows that the difference of boundary conditions has non-negligible consequences in the 
thermodynamic limit and the precise procedure based on the contribution of theses operators on 
the free energy can be found in [131]. It has been shown that the dimension of the bcc operator 
which creates a field shift of value 
φb = π2 (hb − h¯b) = φb − φ¯b on the corner is
hbcc = g2π 
φ
2
b, (27)
with gfree = 1/4π here. In the previous situation without any monomer, the corner shift in the 
height h is equal to 
hb = 1 then 
φb = π/2, hence the dimension of the corner bcc operator 
is hbcc = 1/32. Furthermore, the addition of a monomer on the boundary or at the corner will 
change the value of the field, and we will behold further that it will be relevant in order to study 
quantities as the free energy and correlation functions. A general framework to study partition 
functions and conformal boundary states on the rectangular geometry with different boundary 
conditions in a boundary CFT framework has been developed recently [17,18]. In Section 4, fi-
nite size effects to the free energy for the free and interacting cases will be study in this CFT 
framework, and the influence of these bcc operators will be crucial to identify the correct under-
lying central charge of the theory. Furthermore the presence of monomers on the boundaries or 
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study of surface and corner correlation functions.
3. Exact partition function and corner free energy
In this section, the fully-detailed Grassmann solution of the dimer model with an arbitrary 
number of monomers is presented, which will lead to the exact form of correlation functions in a 
pfaffian formulation. In particular, we show that the problem become simpler when we consider 
boundary monomers, and a closed expression for correlations can be found. Hereinafter the so-
lution of the dimer model on an odd size lattice with one boundary monomer is introduced, in 
agreement with the Tzeng–Wu solution [135]. Those solutions will be used to extract finite-size 
scaling behaviors of the free energy in a CFT framework, where boundary changing conditions
operators have to be carefully studied to infer the central charge of the model, in contradiction 
with a recent article [68].
3.1. Plechko pfaffian solution
Here we just recall the framework of the Plechko solution [56,57] of the dimer model. As we 
have seen in Section 2, the partition function can be written for a general graph using nilpotent 
variables
Q0 =
∫
D[η] exp
(1
2
N∑
i,j=1
ηiAij ηj
)
. (28)
We are now working on the square lattice with free boundary conditions, then the partition func-
tion reads
Q0 =
∫
D[η]
L∏
m,n
(1 + txηmnηm+1n)(1 + tyηmnηmn+1), (29)
where tx and ty are the horizontal and vertical Boltzmann weight, and m and n refer to the co-
ordinates. The partition function can be written using Grassmann variables (see Appendix B for 
details), this leads to a block representation of the action in the momentum space, for momenta 
inside the reduced sector 1 ≤ p, q ≤ L/2. The four components of these vectors will be written 
c
μ
α with μ = 1 · · ·4, leading to
Q0 =
∫
D[c] expS0[c], (30)
with S0[c] = i2cμαMμνα cνα ,6 where the antisymmetric matrix M is defined by
Mα =
⎛
⎜⎝
0 0 ay(q) ax(p)
0 0 −ax(p) ay(q)
−ay(q) ax(p) 0 0
−ax(p) −ay(q) 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠ (31)
with
6 Repeated indices are implicitly summed over.
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L+ 1 ,
ay(q) = 2ty cos πq
L+ 1 . (32)
This matrix can be written as
Mα = ax(p)x + ay(q)y, (33)
where the matrices x and y are
x =
⎛
⎜⎝
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠ , y =
⎛
⎜⎝
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠ , (34)
with 2x = 2y = −1. Hence the expression (119) is directly related to the pfaffian of the matrix 
M (cf. Appendix A for details) and is simply equal to
Q0 =
∏
α
pfMα
=
L/2∏
p,q
[ax(p)2 + ay(q)2]. (35)
Finally one simply obtains the following well known result
Q0 =
L/2∏
p,q=1
[
4t2x cos
2 πp
L+ 1 + 4t
2
y cos
2 πq
L+ 1
]
. (36)
The fermionization can also be performed for toroidal boundary conditions. We refer here to the 
experience with the 2d Ising model on a torus [117]. The final result can be written in terms of 
a combination of the periodic–antiperiodic boundary conditions for fermions cM+1n=±c1n and 
cmN+1=±cm1 .
3.2. Pfaffian solution with 2n monomers
3.2.1. General case
Let us now consider the case where an even7 number of monomers are present on the lattice 
at different positions ri = (mi, ni) with i = 1, · · · , 2n. The partition function Q2n({ri}) is the 
number of all possible configurations with the constraint imposed by the fixed monomers. This 
quantity can be evaluated by inserting nilpotent variables ηmini in the partition function, which 
prevents possible dimers to occupy sites ri . It can be useful to introduce an additional Grassmann 
variable hi such that ηmini =
∫
dhi exp(hiηmini ). These insertions are performed at point ri in 
Q0, and the integration over ηmini modifies Lmini → Lmini + hi . However, by moving the dhi
variable to the left of the remaining ordered product, a minus sign is introduced in front of each 
b¯mni−1 in B¯mni for all m > mi . We can replace b¯mn−1 by 	mnb¯mn−1 such that 	mni = −1 for 
m > mi , and 	mn = 1 otherwise. The integration is then performed on the remaining variables 
(a, a¯, b, b¯) as usual, so that Q2n({ri}) can be expressed as a Gaussian form, with a sum of terms 
7 The case with an odd number of monomers can be studied as well as we shall see later.
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corresponding to the monomer insertion, resulting to the following form for the partition function
Q2n({ri}) =
∫
D[c]D[h] exp
⎡
⎣S0 +∑
ri
cmini hi + 2ty
L∑
ri ,m=mi+1
(−1)m+1cmni−1cmni
⎤
⎦
.
(37)
where 
∫ D[c]D[c] = ∫ ∏mn dcmn∏i dhi where the index i runs over the set of positions ri =
(mi, ni) of the 2n monomers. The inclusion or monomers is equivalent to inserting a magnetic 
field hi at points ri , as well as a sum of quadratic terms cmni−1cmni running from the hole position 
to the boundary on the right (see Fig. 8). Another possibility would be to join two monomers by a 
line of terms by moving dhmini until dhmjnj as in the Kasteleyn theory. In this case, the additional 
quadratic terms in the action starting from ri and ending on the boundary have to be treated in 
the computation of the Grassmannian integral. We first rewrite S0 in the Fourier space using the 
block partition label α = (p, q) for momenta p and q inside the reduced sector 1 · · ·L/2, and 
vectors cα =t (cpq, c−pq, cp−q, c−p−q). Also the 4 components of vector cα will be written cμα
where μ = 1 · · ·4. Then S0 = i2cμαMμνα cνα , where the antisymmetric quadratic form Mα is defined 
by Eq. (31). The part of the field interaction can be Fourier transform as before with a linear field 
Hpq depending on his and we obtain
∑
ri
cmi,ni hi =
L∑
p,q=1
cpqHpq =
∑
α,μ
cμαH
μ
α . (38)
The last contribution connecting the monomers to the boundary can be written as i2c
μ
αV
μν
αβ c
ν
β , 
with matrix Vαβ = Vpq,p′q ′ given by
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domain, the off diagonal term V vanishes and the matrix W reduces to the matrix M .
Vpq,p′q ′ =
∑
ri
8ty(−1)ni
(L+ 1)2
⎧⎨
⎩
L∑
m=mi+1
sin
πpm
L+ 1 sin
πp′m
L+ 1
⎫⎬
⎭
[
sin
πq(ni − 1)
L+ 1 sin
πq ′ni
L+ 1
− sin πq
′(ni − 1)
L+ 1 sin
πqni
L+ 1
]
.
The different components V μναβ are given implicitly, for the first elements, by V 11αβ = Vpq,p′q ′ , 
V 12αβ = Vpq,−p′q ′ , V 21αβ = V−pq,p′q ′ , and so on. Then the total fermionic action contains three 
terms
S = i
2
cμαM
μν
α c
ν
α +
i
2
cμαV
μν
αβ c
ν
β + cμαHμα . (39)
The first two terms contain only modes of the same sector α, and the last connects modes from 
different sectors α and β . Matrices Mμνα and V μναβ are antisymmetric: M
μν
α = −Mνμα and V μναβ =
−V νμβα . Also Vαα = 0. Then the quantity Q2n({ri}) can be formally written as
Q2n({ri}) =
∫
D[c]D[h] exp
(
i
2
cμα [Mμνα δαβ + V μναβ ]cνβ + cμαHμα
)
=
∫
D[c]D[h] exp
(
i
2
cμαW
μν
αβ c
ν
β + cμαHμα
)
, (40)
with Wμναβ = δαβMμνα + V μναβ (cf. Fig. 9(a)). By construction, W is antisymmetric and satisfies 
W
μν
αβ = −Wνμβα . This matrix can be represented as a block matrix of global size L2 ×L2
W =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Mα=(1,1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
4×4 matrix
V(1,1),(1,2) V(1,1),(1,3) · · ·
−V(1,1),(1,2) M(1,2) V(1,2),(1,3) · · ·
−V(1,1),(1,3) −V(1,2),(1,3) M(1,3) · · ·
...︸ ︷︷ ︸
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(41)L /4 blocks
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ing momentum (1, 1), (1, 2) · · · (1, L/2), (2, 1) · · ·. In the action the linear terms in cμα can be 
removed using a linear change of variables cμα → cμα + gμα , where gμα are Grassmann constants. 
After some algebra, we find the correct values for the constants that eliminate the linear contri-
bution are given by gμα = i(W−1)μναβHνβ . After substitution of these values in the overall integral, 
and a rescaling of variables cα → cα/
√
i, the action becomes a product over variables c and hi
Q2n({ri}) =
∫
D[c]D[h] exp
[
1
2
cμαW
μν
αβ c
ν
β −
i
2
(W−1)μναβH
μ
α H
ν
β
]
= pf(W)
∫
D[h] exp
[
− i
2
(W−1)μναβH
μ
α H
ν
β
]
.
The fields Hμα can be expressed with hi as Hμα =∑2ni=1 μi,αhi , where coefficients μi,α can be 
rewritten using a 4-dimensional vector, such as
i,α = 2
L+ 1 sin
πpmi
L+ 1 sin
πqni
L+ 1i =: ri(α)i, (42)
where the vector
i =
⎛
⎜⎝
imi+ni
−i−mi+ni
−imi−ni
i−mi−ni
⎞
⎟⎠ (43)
depends only on the location parity of the monomer ri in the bulk. Functions ri(α) are normalized ∑
α ri(α)rj (α) = δij . Then we obtain the following formal and compact expression for Q2n({ri})
Q2n({ri}) = pf(W)
∫
D[h] exp
⎛
⎝1
2
∑
i,j
hihj
μ
i,α(W
−1)μναβ
ν
j,β
⎞
⎠
=: pf(W)
∫
D[h] exp
⎛
⎝1
2
∑
i,j
hihjCij
⎞
⎠ . (44)
Finally, we found a pfaffian expression of the partition function
Q2n({ri}) = pf(W)pf(C). (45)
We verify easily that the matrix C is antisymmetric by using the antisymmetry property of W or 
W−1
Cji = μj,α(W−1)μναβνi,β = νj,β(W−1)νμβαμi,α
= −νj,β(W−1)μναβμi,α
= −Cij . (46)
Then, Cij can be formally expressed as a scalar product Cij =∑α,β 〈i,α|W−1α,β |j,β〉. Q2n is 
therefore a product of two pfaffians where the monomer locations are specified in matrix W . 
The matrix V can be rewritten using additional matrices after considering the different compo-
nents (μ, ν). We can indeed express V using four functions ua,sk (α, β), and v
a,s
k (α, β), for each 
monomer at location rk = (mk, nk), with mk < L, and such that
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∑
rk
∑
c,c′
uck(α,β)cc′v
c′
k (α,β), (47)
where the cc′ are defined as
sa =
⎛
⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
⎞
⎟⎠ ,aa =
⎛
⎜⎝
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
⎞
⎟⎠ ,
ss =
⎛
⎜⎝
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠ ,as =
⎛
⎜⎝
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠ .
Functions u and v are given by
usk(α,β) =
2
L+ 1
L∑
m=mk+1
sin
πpm
L+ 1 sin
πp′m
L+ 1 ,
uak(α,β) =
2
L+ 1
L∑
m=mk+1
(−1)m+1 sin πpm
L+ 1 sin
πp′m
L+ 1 ,
vsk(α,β) =
2
L+ 1
[
sin
πqnk
L+ 1 sin
πq ′(nk − 1)
L+ 1 + sin
πq ′nk
L+ 1 sin
πq(nk − 1)
L+ 1
]
,
vak (α,β) =
2(−1)nk
L+ 1
[
sin
πqnk
L+ 1 sin
πq ′(nk − 1)
L+ 1 − sin
πq ′nk
L+ 1 sin
πq(nk − 1)
L+ 1
]
. (48)
More explicitly the result is
usk(α,β) =
sin π(p−p
′)(L+1/2)
L+1 − sin π(p−p
′)(mk+1/2)
L+1
2(L+ 1) sin π(p−p′)2(L+1)
− sin
π(p+p′)(L+1/2)
L+1 − sin π(p+p
′)(mk+1/2)
L+1
2(L+ 1) sin π(p+p′)2(L+1)
,
uak(α,β) = −
cos
π(p−p′)(L+1/2)
L+1 − (−1)mk cos π(p−p
′)(mk+1/2)
L+1
2(L+ 1) cos π(p−p′)2(L+1)
+ cos
π(p+p′)(L+1/2)
L+1 − (−1)mk cos π(p+p
′)(mk+1/2)
L+1
2(L+ 1) cos π(p+p′)2(L+1)
,
vsk(α,β) =
2
L+ 1
[
sin
πqnk
L+ 1 sin
πq ′(nk − 1)
L+ 1 + sin
πq ′nk
L+ 1 sin
πq(nk − 1)
L+ 1
]
,
vak (α,β) =
2(−1)nk
L+ 1
[
sin
πqnk
L+ 1 sin
πq ′(nk − 1)
L+ 1 − sin
πq ′nk
L+ 1 sin
πq(nk − 1)
L+ 1
]
. (49)
This close solution to the dimer model with an arbitrary number of monomers at fixed location 
can be formally used to get access to some informations about the general monomer–dimer model 
(see Appendix C).
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3.2.2. Boundary monomers
Although the general problem remains in principle tractable, we can simplify it further by 
considering monomers on the boundary mi = L of the rectangle only, with the convention ni >
nj if i > j . When the monomers are on the boundaries of the domain, the off diagonal term V
vanishes and the matrix W reduces to the matrix M (cf. Fig. 9(b)). In that case, the previous 
action contains no defect line term, only the couplings with fields remain and the problem can 
be transformed into a 1d system of particles on a chain (see Fig. 10). Using the previous Fourier 
transform for the c’s variables, the magnetic field term becomes
∑
ri
cmi,ni hi =
L∑
p,q=1
cpqHpq,
Hpq =
∑
ri
2imi+ni
L+ 1 sin
πpmi
L+ 1 sin
πqni
L+ 1hi. (50)
Then the partition function can be integrated on the cmn’s using the block partition (p, q) and we 
find that
Q2n({ri}) = Q0
∫
dh1 · · ·dh2n expSH , (51)
where
SH =
L/2∑
p,q=1
itx cos
πp
L+1
2t2x cos2
πp
L+1 + 2t2y cos2 πqL+1
(
Hp−qH−pq +HpqH−p−q
)
+ ity cos
πq
L+1
2t2x cos2
πp
L+1 + 2t2y cos2 πqL+1
(
H−pqH−p−q +HpqHp−q
)
.
Grassmann fields Hpq have the following properties: H−pq = −Hpq and H−p−q = −Hp−q . 
In that case, the first sum on the right hand side of the previous equation vanishes due to the 
anticommuting property, and we can reduce the field-dependent action to one single sum
SH =
′∑
p,q=1
ity cos
πq
L+1
t2x cos
2 πp
L+1 + t2y cos2 πqL+1
HpqHp−q, (52)
where the prime symbol is meant for summation over half of the modes p, q = 1 · · ·L/2. This 
action would vanish if all the ni were for example even, since the Grassmann fields satisfy in 
this case HpqHp−q = −H 2pq = 0. In general, the field action can be rewritten as a quadratic 
form over the real-space fields hi : SH =∑i<j Cijhihj , where the elements of the matrix C are 
antisymmetric Cij = −Cji , and equal to
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Cij = 4
[
(−1)ni − (−1)nj ]
(L+ 1)2
L/2∑
p,q=1
i1+ni+nj ty cos πqL+1 sin
2 πp
L+1
t2x cos
2 πp
L+1 + t2y cos2 πqL+1
sin
πqni
L+ 1 sin
πqnj
L+ 1 (53)
These elements are zero if ni and nj have the same parity and in general the integration over 
the field variables hi leads directly to a pfaffian form for the partition function Q2n({ri}) =
Q0(−1)npf(C). The (−1)n factor comes from the rearrangement of the measure dh1 · · ·dh2n =
(−1)ndh2n · · ·dh1, so that the 2n-function reads∫ 2n∏
i=1
dhi exp
⎛
⎝−∑
i<j
Cijhihj
⎞
⎠= pfC. (54)
This sign could also be absorbed in the definition of matrix elements Cij → −Cij . The resulting 
partition function is always positive with this definition. For example, if there are 2 monomers at 
the boundary, pf(Cˆ) = −C12, and 4 monomers8 leads to pf(Cˆ) = C12C34 −C13C24 +C14C23 (cf.
Fig. 11). We should notice that the expression (53) is an exact closed expression for the 2-point 
correlation between monomers on the boundary mi = mj = L, leading to an explicit result for 
the partition function with 2, 4...2n monomers. We will show in a next section how to find the 
correlation between monomers on different (opposite or adjacent) boundaries of the lattice.
3.2.3. Single monomer on the boundary
We can recover the partition function for one monomer on the boundary using the previous 
analysis. In this case the size L has to be odd in order to accommodate for the presence of one 
single monomer. The action (119) is still valid, but the Fourier transform leads to a different block 
arrangement for the bulk terms in Eq. (123) which are represented by the red zones in Fig. 12
S0 = 2itx
1
2 (L−1)∑
p,q≥1
cos
πp
L+ 1
(
cpqc−p−q + cp−qc−pq
)
+ 2itx
1
2 (L−1)∑
p≥1
cos
πp
L+ 1cp 12 (L+1)c−p 12 (L+1)
8 As a straightforward application, the number of perfect matching with a monomer on each corner can be computed 
and the result is Qcorner = {1, 8, 784, 913 952, 1 211 936 774 . . .}.4
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account into the integration, plus one point (green dot) at location ( 12 (L + 1), 12 (L + 1)). The first block of momenta 
(p, q) is represented in the red square for values 1 ≤ p, q ≤ 12 (L − 1), with corresponding momenta (±p, ±q) (open 
dots). Then there are 2 additional lines of values p = 12 (L − 1) with 1 ≤ q ≤ 12 (L − 1)/2, and corresponding momentum 
( 12 (L −1), −q), and q = 12 (L −1) with 1 ≤ p ≤ 12 (L −1)/2, and corresponding momentum (−p, 12 (L −1)), blue dots. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
+ 2ity
1
2 (L−1)∑
p,q≥1
cos
πq
L+ 1
(
cpqcp−q + c−pqc−p−q
)
+ 2ity
1
2 (L−1)∑
q≥1
cos
πq
L+ 1c 12 (L+1)qc 12 (L+1)−q .
S0 contains Fourier modes that cover the Brillouin zone (see Fig. 12) except for term 
c 1
2 (L+1) 12 (L+1) which is located in the middle of the zone and not present in the sums (55). 
The integration over Grassmann variables cpq is therefore zero in absence of coupling with this 
mode. Inserting a single monomer on the boundary at location r = (L, n) is equivalent, as previ-
ously demonstrated, by inserting a Grassmann field h and a field contribution SH = cLnh in the 
action, which can be expanded using Fourier transformation
SH = 2i
L+n
L+ 1
∑
p,q
(−1)p+1 sin πp
L+ 1 sin
πqn
L+ 1cpqh
=
∑
p,q
cpqHpq. (55)
Since there is only one Grassmann field, all terms Hpq are only proportional to h, and there-
fore the quadratic form in Eq. (52) is zero. However one term contributes to the integration over 
c 1
2 (L+1) 12 (L+1), and corresponds to c 12 (L+1) 12 (L+1)H 12 (L+1) 12 (L+1). After integration over the re-
maining cpq and h variables, the partition function can then be factorized as
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n+1 sin(πn/2)
L+ 1
1
2 (L−1)∏
p,q=1
[
4t2x cos
2 πp
L+ 1 + 4t
2
y cos
2 πq
L+ 1
]
×
1
2 (L−1)∏
p=1
2tx cos
πp
L+ 1
1
2 (L−1)∏
q=1
2ty cos
πq
L+ 1 .
This result is consistent to the fact that a monomer can be put only at odd site locations. We can 
use the formula 
∏ 12 (L−1)
p=1 2 cos(
πp
L+1 ) =
√
L+1
2 , to simplify the previous expression and recover 
the Tzeng–Wu [135] solution
Q1 =
1
2 (L−1)∏
p,q=1
[
4t2x cos
2 πp
L+ 1 + 4t
2
y cos
2 πq
L+ 1
]
× (tx ty) 12 (L−1) × [−in+1 sin(πn/2)].
(56)
We can notice that the partition function with one monomer in a system of size L ×L (L odd) 
is equal to the partition function without monomers on a lattice of size L − 1 × L − 1. The 
probability is therefore constant for all location of the monomer, at even sites only, the last term 
in bracket being equal to zero (n odd) or unity (n even), proving that the monomer is fully 
delocalized on the boundary, unlike the bulk case where monomers are actually localized in a 
finite region of the domain [19,74,119].
3.3. Corner free energy and the central charge controversy
The study of finite size effects in statistical physics is a long standing and still active field of 
research [123]. A fortiori the possibility to solve a model in a non-homogeneous geometry [63]
is of prime interest for the understanding of behavior of physical systems in real situations. In 
the case of the dimer model on the rectangle with free boundary conditions, the system admits
surfaces and corners, both of them play an important role in the behavior of the free energy in 
the thermodynamic limit. The exact solution of the close packing dimer model equation (10) on 
an even lattice (M ×N = 2p) allows for the study of the finite size effect of the free energy, and 
the finite size analysis has already been performed in the early time of the dimer model history 
[40].
Furthermore the exact solution (56) of the dimer model on an odd lattice (M × N = 2p + 1) 
with a monomer on a boundary allows for the study of the free energy in that case as well. Adding 
a finite number of monomers in the dimer model is equivalent to a zero density of monomers in 
the continuum limit. Hence the presence of monomers does not give any contribution in the 
expression of the free energy, the only feature which plays a crucial role is the parity of the size 
of the lattice (even or odd). Because they are the simplest expressions of an even (odd) lattice 
with an even (odd) number of monomers, these two partition functions are sufficient to study all 
the details of the asymptotic limit of the free energy. In the following let us choose the square 
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operator of scaling dimension hbcc which changes the value of the field either sides of the corner. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
geometry M = N = L for simplicity.9 The free energy on a finite lattice of typical length L at 
criticality has the generic following form10
F = L2fbulk +Lfsurface + f0 + a logL+ o
( logL
L
)
. (57)
The first term is the extensive contribution of the free energy, whereas the second one rep-
resents contribution from the lattice surface. In general, the coefficients fbulk and fsurface are 
non-universal, but the coefficient f0 is assumed to be universal, depending only on the shape 
and boundary conditions of the system. Universal properties of critical models appear in the sub-
leading corrections and the value of f0 is known to be simply related to the central charge c of 
the underlying conformal field theory. The study of statistical systems and their field theory rep-
resentation in the presence of corners has been covered extensively, e.g. Ising and Potts model, 
loop model and percolation [72,136,99,98], using various theoretical and numerical machineries. 
In two dimensions, as pointed out by Cardy and Peschel [25], the universal contribution to the 
free energy of a critical system in a domain with a corner with angle θ has been determined using 
the complex transformation
z → zθ/π (58)
which maps the upper half-plane onto the corner and looking at the holomorphic component of 
the stress–energy tensor in the corner. This mapping gives us the explicit form of the logarithmic 
contribution Fcorner = a logL in Eq. (57) and the result is c24
(
θ
π
− π
θ
)
logL. It turns out that 
an additional complication arises because of the bcc operators [24] acting in the corners (cf.
Fig. 13) as we saw in Section 2. In that particular case, the Cardy–Peschel contribution is slightly 
modified to taking into account this change of boundary conditions [89], and the logarithmic 
corner contribution becomes
Fcorner =
[π
θ
hbcc + c24
( θ
π
− π
θ
)]
logL (59)
9 The entire procedure can be extended to the case M = N where the aspect ratio has to be taken into account, and no 
significant change appears [88].
10 The presentation here closely follows [130].
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represented by a virtual red dimer which gives the same configurations. The different values of the height field either 
sides of the corner are induced by a bcc operator of scaling dimension 9/32. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
where hbcc is the scaling dimension of the bcc operator. This bcc operator changes the boundary 
condition either sides of the corner in the height field representation. In their recent paper about 
corner free energy contribution in the free boundary conditions dimer model with one monomer 
at the boundary [68], the authors analyzed the asymptotic contribution of the four corners of 
the rectangular system without taking into account this bcc operator, i.e. taking hbcc = 0 in the 
previous formula, and concluded that the central charge of the dimer model is c = −2. It is 
beyond the scope of this paper to enter into details in the wide area of conformal analysis of 
finite size effects (see [130] for more details), nor all the literature of c = −2 models, but just to 
pointing out the difference of result when one looks carefully at the bcc operator contribution in 
the corner free energy. In their paper, the authors found that the contribution of the four corners 
of the L ×L (L odd) lattice is11
Fcorner = 12 logL. (60)
The CFT formula (59) gives in the square geometry case (θ = π/2)
Fcorner =
[−c
4
+ 2(h(1)bcc + h(2)bcc + h(3)bcc + h(4)bcc)] logL, (61)
where h(ν=1..4)bcc are the dimensions of the four bcc operators living on the corners. Taking hbcc = 0
leads de facto to c = −2, suggesting that the dimer model may be a logarithmic CFT (LCFT) 
[71,122,124]. This statement is also based on the mapping of the dimer model to the spanning 
tree model [133] and, equivalently, to the Abelian sandpile model [106] which both belong to a 
c = −2 LCFT, facts which we do not dispute here. The problem with this analysis is the oversight 
of the bcc operators acting on the corners. We know that the partition function with one monomer 
on the boundary does not depend on the location of the monomer, then let us choose to put it on 
the corner for simplicity. In this following case, the height field is shifted either sides of the 
corner, precisely we obtain the value h = (..0101..) in one side and h = (.. − 2 − 3 − 2 − 3..)
on the other side (see Fig. 14), making a height shift of 
φb = 3π/2, therefore using Eq. (27), 
11 Cf. [68] for details of the asymptotic calculation.
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the original bcc plus the dimension of the corner monomer operator as we will see in the next 
section). The three other corners induce a height shift of π/2, thus the dimension of the bcc
operators is 1/32 as in the case where monomer are absent. Finally we find
Fcorner =
[−c
4
+ 2
( 9
32
+ 1
32
+ 1
32
+ 1
32
)]
logL. (62)
The comparison with the asymptotic result (60) gives us the value of the central charge of the 
free bosonic field theory, i.e. c = 1.12 Obviously this result seems completely natural in the 
height mapping framework or in the free complex fermion representation of the dimer model 
equation (37), nonetheless the presence of bcc operators acting on the corners has never been 
extensively studied in this context, leading to misinterpretation of asymptotic results and thus to 
a different value of the central charge of the theory. In the pure dimer situation Eq. (10), the four 
bcc operators has dimension 1/32, we claim that the corner free energy should be equal to
Fcorner =
[−1
4
+ 2(4hbcc)] logL = 0. (64)
This result nicely agrees with the literature, where no corner free energy term has never been 
found in the free boundary conditions close packed dimer model, neither theoretically [20] nor 
numerically [94], strengthening our analysis.13 Previously another type of finite size effect anal-
ysis [71] has been performed for the close packing dimer model on a strip with periodic and free 
boundary conditions, and it has been shown that the result depends strongly on the parity of the 
length of the strip as it should be, and the notion of effective central charge has to be introduce 
[66]. Though the comparison with the CFT result gives the value c = −2, we claim here that the 
analysis of the free energy in the height mapping formulation of boundary conditions, leads again 
to c = 1. In the following section, we shall compute analytically correlation functions between 
monomers where boundary fields has to be properly interpreted and we will show that the exact 
solution fully agrees with this theory, reinforcing the present result about the significance of these 
bcc operators. Finally we conclude, that the free bosonic formulation of the dimer model allows 
for the complete study and interpretation of finite size effects in a CFT context, and unified all 
the results known about this very simple but not trivial model.
4. Exact correlations: discrete and continuous cases
In this section, detailed computations of correlations are performed in terms of disorder op-
erators. A particular attention will be paid to the special case of boundary monomers, where a 
closed-form expression is obtained, valid for any of the four boundaries of the rectangle. Then, 
numerical evaluations of the exact pfaffian solution are done and diverse monomer and dimer 
12 One can notice that the same result holds if the monomer is somewhere on the boundary but not at the corner, in 
that case, there is five bcc operators, four on each corners of dimension 1/32 and another responsible for the shift at the 
surface with dimension 1/2 then using Eq. (59)
Fcorner =
[−c
4
+ 1
2
+ 2
( 1
32
+ 1
32
+ 1
32
+ 1
32
)]
logL = 1
2
logL, (63)
in accordance with the fact that the partition function with one boundary monomer does not depend on its location.
13 The same analysis can be done for the same model with periodic boundary conditions in one direction and free in the 
other, leading to the same conclusion about the central charge.
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dimensions which can be compared to the bosonic theory with g = 1/4π .
4.1. Fermion correlations and disorder operators
The addition of monomers in the dimer model is therefore equivalent to inserting a magnetic 
field hi at points ri , as well as a line of defect running from the monomer position to the right 
boundary m = L. If two monomers have the same ordinate ni = nj , the line of defects will 
only run between the two monomers and will not reach the boundary. This can be viewed as an 
operator acting on the links crossed by the line and running from a point on the dual lattice to 
the boundary on the right-hand side. More specifically, we can express the correlation functions, 
after integration over the fermionic magnetic fields hi , as an average over composite fields
Q2n({ri})
Q0
=
〈∏
{ri }
cmini exp
(
2ty
L∑
m=mi+1
(−1)m+1cmni−1cmni
)〉
0
=
〈∏
{ri }
cminiμ(ri + e4)
〉
0
=
〈∏
{ri }
4(ri )
〉
0
, (65)
where μ(r + e4) is a fermionic disorder operator, whose role is to change the sign of the verti-
cal links across its path starting from vector r + e4 on the dual lattice (cf. [5] for details). The 
integration 〈· · ·〉0 is performed relatively to the action S0. Likewise the Kasteleyn theory, where 
disorder lines are absent on the boundary and where correlations between monomers correspond 
to correlations between Grassmann variables, Eq. (15), here the correlation between monomers 
on the boundaries are exactly correlation functions between the fermionic fields
Q2n({ri})
Q0
=
〈∏
{ri }
cmini
〉
0
. (66)
This result about monomer correlations written in terms of disorder operators is the fermionized 
version of the Coulomb gas framework, where monomers act like dual magnetic charges which 
create a dislocation of the height field and correspond to the vertex operator of the corresponding 
bosonic field theory.
4.2. Perturbative expansion of the 2-point function
In the case where the monomers are on the boundaries, we were able to compute exactly 
the 2-point correlation function (53) in the discrete case. In the bulk case, the things are much 
more complicated and an exact closed-form expression on the discrete level seems out of reach. 
Nevertheless, a perturbative expansion can be performed to evaluate the pfaffian expression of 
the correlation function. We start from the exact pfaffian expression of matrix C
Cij = μi,α(W−1)μναβνj,β . (67)
The inverse matrix W−1 can be computed using formally the expansion
W−1 = (M + V )−1 = M−1 −M−1VM−1 +O(V 2). (68)
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M−1α = a¯x(p)x + a¯y(q)y, (69)
with
a¯x(p) = − ax(p)
ax(p)2 + ay(q)2
a¯y(q) = − ay(q)[ax(p)2 + ay(q)2 . (70)
In the following we will consider only the first of this expansion
Cij =
∑
α,β
〈
i,α|W−1αβ |j,β
〉
=
∑
α
∑
μ
ri(α)a¯μ(α)rj (α)
〈
i|μ|j
〉
−
∑
α,β
∑
μ,ν
∑
rk
∑
c,c′={a,s}
ri(α)a¯μ(α)u
c
k(α,β)v
c′
k (α,β)a¯ν(β)rj (β)
〈
i|μcc′ν |j
〉
+ . . .
= C(0)ij +C(1)ij + . . . (71)
The structure of this expansion make possible a further diagrammatic expansion of the quantities 
Cij as a series of term C(k)ij , with k ≥ 0. The first term C(0)ij has symmetry factors
〈i|x |j〉 =
cij︷ ︸︸ ︷
imi+ni+mj+nj
γ
(1)
ij︷ ︸︸ ︷[
(−1)mi − (−1)mj ] [(−1)ni + (−1)nj ] := cij γ (1)ij ,
〈i|y |j〉 = imi+ni+mj+nj︸ ︷︷ ︸
cij
[
1 + (−1)mi+mj ] [(−1)nj − (−1)ni ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ
(2)
ij
:= cij γ (2)ij . (72)
It is easy to see that 〈i|x |j〉 = 0 for monomers on the boundary or on the same column, when 
mi = mj . A contrario, for pairs of monomers on the same line ni = nj , we have 〈i|y |j〉 = 0. 
The first term C(0)ij can be expressed in the discrete case as
C
(0)
ij (L) =
2cij
(L+ 1)2
L/2∑
p,q=1
{ γ (1)ij tx cos πpL+1
t2x cos
2 πp
L+1 + t2y cos2 πqL+1
+ γ
(2)
ij ty cos
πq
L+1
t2x cos
2 πp
L+1 + t2y cos2 πqL+1
}
× sin πpmi
L+ 1 sin
πpmj
L+ 1 sin
πqni
L+ 1 sin
πqnj
L+ 1 . (73)
This expression is valid for 2 monomers on any of the four boundaries of the lattice, and is 
identical, when mi = mj = L, to expression obtained for the same (mi = ni = L) boundary case, 
Eq. (53). Indeed the first order of the expansion (68) is valid only on the boundaries where the 
matrix W is actually equal to the matrix M . One could demonstrate that this 2-point correlation 
is actually exact C(0)ij = Cij for boundary monomers because of the cancelation of higher terms 
in the perturbative expansion, accordingly the expression (73) is a general exact result for any 
positions anywhere on the four boundaries. Therefore, it will be very efficient to use this exact 
closed-form to evaluate scaling behaviors of correlation functions between monomers on the 
surface and at the corners. This present perturbative expansion can be performed to the next 
leading order to evaluate bulk correlations, and will be detailed elsewhere.
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Here, we shall analyze monomer–monomer correlation functions using our pfaffian solution 
detailed previously and compared to the Coulomb gas interpretation of the dimer model. As we 
saw in Section 2, the dimer model on a rectangular geometry admits a bcc operator on every 
of the four corners, and it has to be taken into account for the analysis of the scaling dimension 
operators, in particular for corner correlations. Indeed in the case of monomers deep in the bulk14
or deep in the surface,15 the scaling dimensions are respectively x(m)b = 1/4 and x(m)s = 1/2, 
leading to the following scaling of correlation functions (see Fig. 16(a))
monomer correlations →
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
bulk–bulk behavior → C(L) ∼ L−2x(m)b ∼ L−1/2
surface–surface behavior → C(L) ∼ L−2x(m)s ∼ L−1
bulk–surface behavior → C(L) ∼ L−x(m)s −x(m)b ∼ L−3/4.
(74)
These known results are in perfect agreement with our exact solution (cf. Fig. 15) where we fixed 
the positions of two monomers for increasing system size L (all the correlations are measured for 
tx = ty = 1). The behaviors of bulk and surface monomer correlation functions had already been 
studied in several papers, and the scaling dimensions are related to the scaling dimensions of 
operators of the 2d Ising model via the expression of monomer–monomer correlations as spin–
spin correlations [6]. At present, we consider the effects of corners in our system, which seems 
to be more difficult to consider as we have seen for the corner contribution to the free energy. 
Fortunately conformal invariance predicts a relation for the scaling dimension of an operator in 
the vicinity of a corner of an angle θ in terms of the scaling dimension of the same operator on 
the surface [25]
xc = π
θ
xs. (75)
If we believe in this formula, we should obtain the value x(m)c = 1 for θ = π/2, which leads 
to the behavior C(L) ∼ L−2 for corner–corner correlation functions. This result contradicts our 
exact evaluation, where the exponent seems to change according to the exact location of the 
monomers (see Fig. 16(b) and Fig. 18), and where three different cases arise. Unlike the surface 
and bulk cases where the scaling dimensions are uniquely defined, the corner scaling dimension 
appears to be less trivial to analyze, and the influence of the bcc operators has to be carefully 
taking into account. We should mention that the same kind of analysis has been done for the 
Ising model, where the magnetization was measured for various spins close to a corner [115]. 
We saw previously in Eq. (61), that bcc operators add a logarithm term in the expression of the 
free energy F of a rectangular system, then this contribution to the partition function scale as
Q(L) ∼ L−2
(
h
(1)
bcc+h(2)bcc+h(3)bcc+h(4)bcc
)
= L−2(1/32+1/32+1/32+1/32). (76)
Indeed putting two monomers exactly on the corner of the same boundary (see Fig. 18(a)) is 
equivalent to a height shift of value 3π/2 in each corner. This height shift is induced by an 
operator of dimension 9/32, leading to the following behavior of the partition function with the 
two monomers
14 Far from surfaces and corners.
15 Far from corners.
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Q2(L) ∼ L−2
(
1/32+1/32+9/32+9/32). (77)
Here the correlation function scale then as C(L) = Q2Q−10 ∼ L−1 leading to the value x(m)c =
1/2 of the monomer corner scaling dimension. Nevertheless, if one choose the diagonal corners 
(see Fig. 18(b)), we place a monomer on the first corner which is again equivalent to the insertion 
of a bcc operator of dimension 9/32 (see Fig. 14) and the other one on a neighboring site of the 
other corner which is equivalent to the insertion of a bcc operator of dimension 25/32 (see 
Fig. 17), we found the behavior C(L) ∼ L−2. Finally, if both of the two monomers are on a 
neighboring site of a corner (see Fig. 18(c)), then the correlation function is C(L) ∼ L−3. This 
three different situations are summarized in Fig. 18, showing that our exact computations are 
714 N. Allegra / Nuclear Physics B 894 (2015) 685–732Fig. 16. (a) Bulk, surface and corner decomposition of the square. (b) Representation of the values of the scaling dimen-
sions of monomer operators close to the corners. Monomers on red sites have dimension 1/2 while monomers on green 
sites have dimension 3/2. Let us notice that this distinction is different from the even/odd sublattice distinction because 
opposite sublattice sites may have the same dimension and vice versa. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 17. (a) Representation of the corner region of a lattice with one monomer at the corner. (b) The monomer can be 
represented by a virtual red dimer which gives the same configurations. The different values of the height field either 
sides of the corner are induced by a bcc operator of scaling dimension 25/32.
in perfect agreements with Coulomb gas predictions for the behavior of correlation functions in 
the vicinity of a corner. A more general statement is that the monomer scaling dimension near a 
corner depends crucially on the sublattice considered as explained in Fig. 16(b). This phenomena 
leads to two different values of the scaling dimension for corner monomers x(m)c = 1/2 or 3/2
which is in agreement with the CFT formula (75) in average when lattice effects are forgotten. 
A general study of the finite size behavior of correlation functions can be performed as well, 
leading to the following scaling ansatz
C(r1, r2,L) = |r1 − r2|−x1−x2(|r1 − r2|−1L), (78)
where r1 and r2 are the positions of the two monomers, with respective scaling dimensions x1 and 
x2. The scaling function (u) depends on the position of the operators and goes to a constant in 
N. Allegra / Nuclear Physics B 894 (2015) 685–732 715Fig. 18. Corner–corner in the three different situations pictured on the graphical representation: (a) the two monomers 
exactly on the corners. (b) One monomer on one corner and the other one on an adjacent site of another corner. (c) Two 
monomers on an adjacent sites of opposite corners.
Fig. 19. Finite size scaling of monomer surface–surface and bulk–bulk (inset) correlation functions in log–log scale 
for L = 100, 200, 300, 400. The surface correlations are measured far from the corners and the bulk correlations are 
measured far from boundaries and corners.
the scaling limit u → ∞ (see Fig. 19). The translation and rotational invariance has been checked 
analytically and numerically, and in the following we will use |r1 − r2| = r
C(r) ∼ r−x1−x2 . (79)
This scaling behavior is shown for bulk–bulk and surface–surface correlations in Fig. 19. The 
exact form of the scaling function  seems hard to obtain explicitly, but at least for boundary 
and corner cases it should be possible to extract the scaling behaviors using the expression (73) of 
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with CFT predictions can be made.
4.4. Scaling behavior of dimer correlation functions
As we have shown in Section 2 of this article, the bulk correlation between a dimer covering 
the two neighboring sites i and j and another dimer covering the two neighboring sites m and n
can be computed in the Kasteleyn–Fisher–Temperley pfaffian formalism leading to a behavior in 
L−2 in the thermodynamic limit. Let us note D(L) this quantity. In the Coulomb gas approach, 
dimers are interpreted as electric charges with scaling dimensions x(d)b := x 14π (1, 0), the result for 
dimer–dimer correlations gives us the value x(d)b = 1. Actually it is straightforward to study dimer 
correlations here. Indeed a dimer can be seen as two neighboring monomers, thus a dimer–dimer 
correlation is simply a 4-point monomer–monomer correlation, which can be evaluated with 
our solution. In the following, one shows how to construct the dimer–dimer correlation in the 
boundary case, for the bulk case the situation is essentially the same but expressions are less 
convenient. Explicitly the correlation between two dimers at position (ri, rj ) and (rm, rn) is
Q4(ri , rj , rm, rn)Q
−1
0 = CijCmn −CimCjn +CinCjm. (80)
If we choose that ri and rm are on the same sublattice (then rj and rn are on the other one), 
a straightforward consequence is that the second term CimCjn vanishes, moreover the first term 
CijCmn tends to a constant in the thermodynamic limit in such a way that we can define the 
dimer–dimer correlation function as
Q4(ri , rj , rm, rn)Q
−1
0 −CijCmn = CinCjm ∼ D(L). (81)
In this way, all the configurations of dimer correlations are available, and all the scaling dimen-
sions of electric charges (bulk, surface, corner) may be analyzed stricto sensu and compared 
with the Coulomb gas theory. We can show that the well known bulk behavior is recovered very 
precisely, furthermore, surface and corner correlations may be examined as well leading to the 
following behaviors
dimer correlations →
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
bulk–bulk behavior → D(L) ∼ L−2x(d)b ∼ L−2,
surface–surface behavior → D(L) ∼ L−2x(d)s ∼ L−2,
corner–corner behavior → D(L) ∼ L−2x(d)c ∼ L−4.
(82)
Unlike monomer correlations, dimer correlations are much easier to interpret in the Coulomb gas 
framework. Indeed, the absence of additional change of boundary conditions16 in the partition 
function allows for a direct determination of dimer scaling dimensions. The particular form of 
dimer correlations (81) predicts that x(d)s = 2x(m)s = 117 and x(d)c = x(m)c+ +x(m)c− = 2.18 We notice 
here that the formula (75) checked out in that case. A careful and detailed study of surface 
and corner operators has to be performed to unravel this point. The scaling form of correlation 
functions (78) holds in the dimer case as well, using the dimer scaling dimensions (see Table 2). 
The solution presented in this article can be also used to calculate more complex correlation 
16 Of course the four corner bcc’s with dimension 1/32 are still present but do not play any role in dimer–dimer 
correlation functions.
17 Let us notice that the fact that x(d)
b
= x(d)s is a pure coincidence.
18 A dimer in the corner is formed by two neighboring monomers with dimension x(m)c+ and x
(m)
c− .
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Bulk, surface and corner values of dimer and monomer scaling dimensions for the free (gfree = 1/4π ) fixed point. The 
corner monomer scaling dimension depends on its exact location.
Scaling dimension (gfree = 1/4π ) Bulk Surface Corner
x(d) 1 1 2
x(m) 1/4 1/2 1/2 or 3/2
functions, combining dimer and monomer scaling dimensions. A posteriori, more complicated 
object like trimers, quadrimers or more generally, string of k neighboring monomers (k-mer) can 
be studied as well, which correspond to various charged particles in the Coulomb gas formalism.
5. About some combinatorial properties
In this section, one shows a curious combinatorial analogy between the partition function of 
the close packing dimer model on an L × L square lattice with open boundary conditions, and 
the same partition function with boundary monomers. One start reminding some properties of the 
pure dimer model partition function, and we show, thanks to our exact calculation of the partition 
function with 2n monomers, that this analogy can be understood and demonstrated. Hereinafter, 
the Boltzmann weights tx and ty are taken to be the unity in such way that the partition function 
is exactly equal to the perfect matching number. All the results presented in this section have
been checked with depth-first [100] algorithms up to size L = 10. For bigger sizes, Monte-Carlo
simulations [101] or transfer matrix calculation [103] has to be implemented.
5.1. Partition function without monomers
The partition function of the pure dimer model on an M × N lattice with open boundary 
conditions is
Q0(M,N) =
M/2∏
p=1
N/2∏
q=1
[
4 cos2
πp
M + 1 + 4 cos
2 πq
N + 1
]
, (83)
which can be written for the special case of the square geometry M = N = L
Q0(L) = 2L/2.g2L/2 (84)
where gL/2 is a number sequence (OEIS A065072)19 equal, for L = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 . . ., to
gL/2 = {1,3,29,901,89 893,28 793 575,29 607 089 625 . . .}.
The resulting sequence for the partition function is then (OEIS A004003) for L = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12, 14
Q0 = {2,36,6728,12 988 816,258 584 046 368,53 060 477 521 960 000,
112 202 208 776 036 178 000 000 . . .}.
19 The On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences https :/ /oeis .org/.
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or (c) on opposite boundaries.
For example, the number of configurations of dimers on the chessboard (L = 8) is Q0(8) =
24g24 = 24 × 9012 = 12 988 816 as previously noticed by Fisher [41]. Another observation is that 
the number of configuration on the square L × L is always even. It is less trivial to notice that 
{gp} is a sequence of odd numbers satisfying the relation [76]
gp = p + 1(mod 32) if p even
= (−1)(p−1)/2 × p(mod 32) if p odd. (85)
The exact solution of the dimer model with one boundary monomer allows for the same kind of 
number theory analysis (cf. [96] for details). The aim of the following sections is to look in more 
details at the form of the partition function of a dimer model of on an L × L square (L even) 
lattice with 2n monomers. One allows the 2n monomers to be anywhere on the four boundaries 
of the square (see Fig. 20).
5.2. Partition function with two boundary monomers
We saw previously that the expression of this partition function Q2n is related to the pure 
dimer model Q0 by the formula
Q2n = Q0.pf(C), (86)
where the size of the matrix C depends on the number of monomers. Previously, the partition Q0
has been shown to possess a remarkable expression (84) and we would like to determine whether 
or not, the partition function Q2n admit the same kind of properties. In the case of two monomers 
anywhere on the boundaries, we saw that W = M and then the expression (86) reduces to
Q2 = Q0.Cij . (87)
5.2.1. Inline boundary monomers
Initially, we choose to restrict the monomers to live on the same boundary mi = mj = L
with ni, nj ∈ [1, L] (cf. Fig. 20(a)). In that particular situation the matrix elements Cij take the 
following form (53)
Cij = Rij
√
2
L+ 1
L/2∑ i1+ni+nj cos πq
L+1 sin
2 πp
L+1
cos2 πp
L+1 + cos2 πqL+1
sin
πqni
L+ 1 sin
πqnj
L+ 1 (88)
p,q=1
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Correlation function Cij for a boundary monomer (mi = mj = L) fixed on the first site nj = 1 as function of the ordinate 
ni for several system sizes L (see Fig. 20(a)). The value of Cij where the two monomers are on the corner (1, 1), (2, 1) is 
always equal to 1/2, because it is equivalent to force a dimer to be on the corner and then split the number of configuration 
by two. Bottom line: Values of the sequence gL for L = 4..14.
Cij (L) 4 6 8 10 12 14
(1,1), (2,1) 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
(1,1), (4,1) 1/3 9/29 275/901 27293/89893 8724245/28793575 8962349805/29607089625
(1,1), (6,1) . 7/29 199/901 19279/89893 6103405/28793575 6242309595/29607089625
(1,1), (8,1) . . 169/901 15395/89893 4750015/28793575 4800013155/29607089625
(1,1), (10,1) . . . 13761/89893 4036195/28793575 3979640565/29607089625
(1,1), (12,1) . . . . 3721985/28793575 3520442385/29607089625
(1,1), (14,1) . . . . . 3311911215/29607089625
gL/2 3 29 901 89893 28793575 29607089625
where
Rij = ±2 if ni ∈ Z2p(Z2p+1) and nj ∈ Z2p(Z2p+1)
= 0 if ni ∈ Z2p and nj ∈ Z2p+1 or conversely. (89)
In Table 3, we evaluate this expression using MATHEMATICA®, restricting one monomer to be in 
nj = 1 and the second to be between 1 to L for several system sizes. One can observe that there 
is a curious relation between the expression Cij and the sequence gL/2 present in the partition 
function Q0, more precisely one can deduce a proportionality relation
Cij (L) ∝ g−1L/2, (90)
which appears to be valid for all system sizes L in the case of inline monomers.
5.2.2. General case
The general expression of the matrix elements of the correlations between boundary 
monomers, Eq. (73), valid in all the geometries of Fig. 20 can be written as
Cij = 2cij
(L+ 1)2
L/2∑
p,q=1
{ γ (1)ij tx cos πpL+1
t2x cos
2 πp
L+1 + t2y cos2 πqL+1
+ γ
(2)
ij ty cos
πq
L+1
t2x cos
2 πp
L+1 + t2y cos2 πqL+1
}
× sin πpmi
L+ 1 sin
πpmj
L+ 1 sin
πqni
L+ 1 sin
πqnj
L+ 1 . (91)
In Table 4, we evaluate this expression for the two other geometries. The same relation holds 
in this case as well, and we conjecture that the expression of the 2-point correlation takes the 
following form
Cij (L) = α(2)ij (L)g−1L/2, (92)
no matter the positions of the two monomers on the boundaries, where α(2)ij depends only on the 
positions of the two monomers and on the system size L. Consequently, the partition function of 
the dimer model with two boundary monomers reads
Q2(L) = α(2)ij (L).gL/2 (93)
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Top: Correlation function Cij between a monomer at position (mi = ni = 1) and another at position (mj = L, nj ) for 
several system sizes L and for nj = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 (cf. Fig. 20(b)). We notice that the expression of the last line in 
each row is the half of the expression of the penultimate line. Bottom: Correlation function Cij between opposite side 
monomers for several system sizes L and for ni = nj = 1, 2, 3, 4 (see Fig. 20(c)).
Cij (L) 4 6 8 10 12
(1,1), (L,1) 1/3 7/29 169/901 13761/89893 3721985/28793575
(1,1), (L,3) 1/(2 × 3) 5/29 138/901 12127/89893 3407775/28793575
(1,1), (L,5) . 5/(2 × 29) 95/901 9475/89893 2864755/28793575
(1,1), (L,7) . . 95/(2 × 901) 6389/89893 2194565/28793575
(1,1), (L,9) . . . 6389/(2 × 89893) 1471805/28793575
(1,1), (L,11) . . . . 1471805/(2 × 28793575)
Cij (L) 4 6 8 10 12
(1,1), (L,1) 1/3 7/29 169/901 13761/89893 3721985/28793575
(1,2), (L,2) 1/6 2/29 30/901 1634/89893 314210/28793575
(1,3), (L,3) 1/6 9/29 125/901 11109/89893 3178965/28793575
(1,4), (L,4) 1/3 9/29 155/901 4720/89893 984400/28793575
gL/2 3 29 901 89893 28793575
5.3. Partition function with 2n boundary monomers
It is worth looking at higher number of monomers to conjecture a more general form of the 
partition function. We have conjectured that the matrix elements of the correlation matrix are 
proportional to the sequence gL/2, thus thanks to the general pfaffian solution with 2n monomers 
equation (86), we obtain the formulas
Q2 = Q0.Cij ,
Q4 = Q0.
(
CijCkl −CikCjl +CilCjk
)
,
Q6 = Q0.
(
CijCklCmn −CilCjlCmn +CilCjmCkn − . . .
)
,
... (94)
where the pure partition function takes the form (84), therefore the partition functions are pro-
portional to power of gL/2
Q0(L) = 2L/2.g2L/2,
Q2(L) = α(2)ij (L).gL/2,
Q4(L) = α(4)ijkl(L).g0L/2,
Q6(L) = α(6)ijklmn(L).g−1L/2,
... (95)
which can be generalized for 2n monomers at positions i1, i2, . . . , i2n
Q2n(L) = α(2n) (L).g2−n, (96)i1i2...i2n L/2
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indices but p and q for simplicity, we found ex hypothesi
Q2p
Q2q
= α
(2p)
α(2q)
gq−p , (97)
valid for 2p and 2q monomers anywhere on the boundaries of the square lattice. Finally all these 
numerical relations between dimer partition functions with and without boundary monomers 
are the consequence of Eq. (86) and Eq. (92), which are unfortunately no longer valid for bulk 
monomers.
6. Conclusion
In this work the classical dimer model was discussed in great details both in a fermionic and 
bosonic field theory formulation. The bosonic formulation of the dimer model is based on the 
so-called height mapping and it is well suited for phenomenological predictions about correla-
tions between dimers and monomers in a Coulomb gas context. Then we presented a practical 
and complete fermionic solution of the 2d dimer model on the square lattice with an arbitrary 
number of monomers. Furthermore, the Tzeng–Wu solution of the dimer model with a bound-
ary monomer was found to be included in our theory. Interpretations of finite size effects of the 
Tzeng–Wu solution in a CFT/Coulomb gas framework has been performed, and we showed that a 
careful examination of boundary conditions in the model allowed us to recover the central charge 
of the free fermion/free boson field theory. The exact expression of correlation functions between 
monomers has been written in terms of the product of two pfaffians, and we gave an explicit for-
mula for boundary correlations valid for the four boundaries of the rectangle. This solution has 
been used to compute correlations for several configurations in order to extract bulk, surface 
and corner scaling dimensions for dimer and monomer operators. All these results were inter-
preted in the Coulomb gas formalism, and we showed that all the predictions of the CFT were in 
accordance with a c = 1 theory. Last but not least, the exact closed-form expression of correla-
tions between boundary monomers has been extensively used to extract some combinatorial and 
numerical informations about the partition function of the model. Furthermore, an unexpected re-
lation has been found between partition functions with and without boundary monomers, and has 
been demonstrated thanks to our pfaffian solution. Generally, this Grassmann method can also be 
used for studying more general correlation functions, thermodynamical quantities, or transport 
phenomena of monomers. Other types of lattices, such as hexagonal lattice and other boundary 
conditions, can also be considered, as well as more precise comparisons with CFT results about 
rectangle geometry [129]. The same analysis of corner contribution to free energy as well as 
critical exponents can be studied in the interacting dimer model using the height mapping and 
results will be presented elsewhere. A future challenge emerging out of this present work is the 
study of other two dimensional dimer related models as the trimer model [53] or the four-color 
model [91,46] which can be seen as an interacting colored dimer model. Work in those directions 
is in progress.
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Appendix A. Grassmann variables, determinant permanent and all that
An n-dimensional Grassmann algebra20 is the algebra generated by a set of variables {ai}, 
with i = 1..n satisfying
{ai, aj } = 0, (98)
i.e. they anticommute, which implies in particular that a2i = 0. The algebra generated by these 
quantities contains all expressions of the form
f (a) = f (0) +
∑
i
f iai +
∑
i<j
f ij aiaj + . . .
=
∑
0pn
∑
i
1
p!f
i1...ipai1ai2 . . . aip , (99)
where the coefficients are antisymmetric tensors with p indices, each ranging from 1 to n. 
Since there are 
(
n
p
)
such linearly independent tensors, summing over p from 0 to n produces 
a 2n-dimensional algebra. The anticommuting rule allows us to define an associative product
f1(a)f2(a) = f 01 f 01 +
∑
i
(f 01 f
i
2 + f i1f 02 )ai
+ 1
2
∑
ij
(f
ij
1 f
0
2 + f i1f j2 − f j1 f i2 + f 01 f ij2 )aiaj + . . . (100)
Please note that in general fg is not equal to ±gf . Nevertheless the subalgebra containing terms 
with an even number (possibly zero) of a variables commutes with any element f . Having de-
fined sum and products in the Grassmann algebra we now define a left derivative ∂i := ∂ai . The 
derivative gives zero on a monomial which does not contain the variable ai . If the monomial does 
contain ai , it is moved to the left (with the appropriate sign due to the exchanges) and then sup-
pressed. The operation is extended by linearity to any element of the algebra. A right derivative 
can be defined similarly. From this definition the following rules can be obtained
{∂i, ∂j } = 0
{∂i, aj } = δij . (101)
Integrals are defined as linear operations over the functions f with the property that they can be 
identified with the (left) derivatives [12]. Correspondingly∫
dai f (a) = ∂if (a),∫
daidaj f (a) = ∂i∂jf (a), (102)
20 The presentation closely follows [65].
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daikdaik−1 . . .dai1 f (a) = ∂ik ∂ik−1 . . . ∂i1f. (103)
It is obvious that this definition fulfills the constraint of translational invariance∫
dc(c1 + c2a) =
∫
dc[c1 + c2(a + b)], (104)
which requires∫
dai aj = δij . (105)
Changes of coordinates are required to preserve the anticommuting structure of the Grassmann 
algebra, this allows non-singular linear transformations of the form bi =∑j Aij ai . One then can 
verify that by setting f (a) = F(b) one can obtain the following relation∫ ∏
i
dan . . .da1f (a) = detA
∫ ∏
i
dbn . . .db1F(b), (106)
at variance with the commuting case in which the factor on the right hand side would have been 
det−1 A. We define 
∫ D[a, a¯] = ∫ ∏i daida¯i the Grassmann measure. In the multidimensional 
integral, the symbols da1, . . . , daN are again anticommuting with each other. The basic expres-
sion of the Grassmann analysis concerns the Gaussian fermionic integrals [127] which is related 
to the determinant
detA =
∫
D[a, a¯] exp
( N∑
i,j=1
aiAij a¯j
)
, (107)
where {ai, a¯i} is a set of completely anticommuting Grassmann variables, the matrix in the expo-
nential is arbitrary. The two Grassmann variables ai and a¯i are independent and not conjugate to 
each other, they can been seen as component of a complex Grassmann variables. The Gaussian 
integral of the second kind is related to the pfaffian of the associated skew-symmetric matrix
pfA =
∫
D[a] exp
(1
2
N∑
i,j=1
aiAij aj
)
. (108)
The pfaffian form is a combinatorial polynomial in Aij , known in mathematics for a long time. 
The pfaffian and determinant of the associated skew-symmetric matrix are algebraically related 
by detA = (pfA)2. This relation can be most easily proved in terms of the fermionic integrals. 
The linear superpositions of Grassmann variables are still Grassmann variables and it is possible 
to make a linear change of variables in the integrals. The only difference with the rules of the 
common analysis, is that the Jacobian will now appear in the inverse power. New variables of 
integration can be introduced, in particular, by means of the transformation to the momentum 
space. The permanent of A and the so-called haffnian can be written with Grassmann variables 
as well
permA =
∫
D[b, b¯]
∫
D[a, a¯] exp
( N∑
i,j=1
ai a¯iAij bj b¯j
)
,
hfA =
∫
D[a, a¯] exp
(1
2
N∑
ai a¯iAij aj a¯j
)
, (109)i,j=1
724 N. Allegra / Nuclear Physics B 894 (2015) 685–732Fig. 21. (a) Grassmann representation for each dimer, with one nilpotent variable η per site, and two pairs of Grassmann 
variables for the two directions along the links connecting two neighboring sites. (b) Block partition of the Fourier modes. 
The modes considered in the summation equation (123) belong to the sector inside the reduce domain (red delimitation) 
1 ≤ p, q ≤ L/2. For one point labeled α = (p, q) inside this domain correspond 3 others points related by symmetry 
p → L + 1 −p and q → L + 1 − q (open circles). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
which are connected by the formula permA = (hfA)2. We recall that the definition of the perma-
nent differs from that of the determinant in that the signatures of the permutations are not taken 
into account.
Appendix B. Plechko mirror symmetry
In this appendix we briefly recall the method of resolution of the 2d dimer model based on 
the integration over Grassmann variables and factorization principles for the partition function 
introduced in the context of 2d Ising model [117]. The general partition function for a graph with 
N vertices
Q0 =
∫
D[η] exp
(1
2
N∑
i,j=1
ηiAij ηj
)
, (110)
can be written, for a square lattice of size L ×L with L even, as
Q0 =
∫
D[η]
L∏
m,n
(1 + txηmnηm+1n)(1 + tyηmnηmn+1), (111)
where ηmn are nilpotent and commuting variables on every vertices of the square lattice. The 
integrals can be done if we introduce a set of Grassmann variables (amn, a¯mn, bmn, b¯mn) (cf.
Fig. 21(a)), such that
(1 + txηmnηm+1n) =
∫
D[a¯]D[a]eamna¯mn(1 + amnηmn)(1 + tx a¯mnηm+1n),
(1 + tyηmnηmn+1) =
∫
D[b¯]D[b]ebmnb¯mn(1 + bmnηmn)(1 + ty b¯mnηmn+1). (112)
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ent link variables Amn := 1 + amnηmn, A¯m+1n := 1 + tx a¯mnηm+1n, Bmn := 1 + bmnηmn and 
B¯mn+1 := 1 + ty b¯mnηmn+1. Then the partition function becomes
Q0 = Tr{a,a¯,b,b¯,η}
L∏
m,n
(AmnA¯m+1n)(BmnB¯mn+1), (113)
where we use the notation for the measure of integration
Tr{a,a¯,b,b¯,η}X(a, a¯, b, b¯, η) =
∫
D[a¯]D[a]D[b¯]D[b]D[η]
×
∏
mn
eamna¯mn+bmnb¯mnX(a, a¯, b, b¯, η). (114)
Then, the non-commuting link variables are moved in such a way that each ηmn is isolated and 
can be integrated directly. This rearrangement is possible in two dimensions thanks to the mirror 
ordering introduced by Plechko for the Ising model. The ordering process can be detailed as 
follows
L∏
m,n
(AmnA¯m+1n)(BmnB¯mn+1)
=
−−→
L∏
n=1
(A1nA¯2n)(B1nB¯1n+1)(A2nA¯3n)(B2nB¯2n+1) · · ·
=
−−→
L∏
n=1
(A1nA¯2n)(A2nA¯3n) · · · (B1nB2n · · · B¯2n+1B¯1n+1)
=
−−→
L∏
n=1
(B1n(A1nA¯2n)B2n(A2nA¯3n) · · · B¯2n+1B¯1n+1)
=
−−→
L∏
n=1
(B¯Ln · · · B¯2nB¯1n)(B1nA1nA¯2nB2nA2nA¯3n · · · A¯LnBLnALn), (115)
where the products are ordered according to the orientation of the arrows. The Grassmann terms 
in brackets (· · ·) on the first line of the previous equation are commuting objects, since they are 
integral representations of commuting scalars. This also imposes the boundary conditions A¯1n =
1, A¯L+1n = 1, B¯m1 = 1, and B¯mL+1 = 1, or a¯0n = a¯Ln = b¯m0 = b¯mL = 0 (for open boundary 
conditions only). We finally obtain the following exact expression
Q0 = Tr{a,a¯,b,b¯,η}
−−→
L∏
n=1
(←−−L∏
m=1
B¯mn
−−→
L∏
m=1
A¯mnBmnAmn
)
. (116)
The integration over the ηmn variables is performed exactly, recursively from m = 1 to m = L
for each n. Each integration leads to a quantity Lmn = amn + bmn + tx a¯m−1n + (−1)m+1ty b¯mn−1
which is moved to the left of the products over m, hence a minus sign is needed in front of b¯ each 
time an Lmn crosses the product of B¯ terms on the left. Finally
Q0 = Tr{a,a¯,b,b¯}
−−→
L∏
Lmn, (117)
m,n
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by introducing additional Grassmann variables cmn such that
Lmn =
∫
dcmn exp(cmnLmn). (118)
This expresses Q0 as a Gaussian integral over variables (a, a¯, b, b¯, c), and therefore Q0 is a sim-
ple determinant of a quadratic form. Indeed, after partially integrating over variables (a, a¯, b, b¯)
and symmetrization of the expressions, one obtains
Q0 = Tr{a,a¯,b,b¯,c} exp
(∑
mn
cmnLmn
)
=
∫
D[c] exp
∑
mn
[
1
2
tx(cm+1ncmn − cm−1ncmn)
+ 1
2
ty(−1)m+1(cmn+1cmn − cmn−1cmn)
]
=
∫
D[c] expS0. (119)
The computation of the determinant of this quadratic form can be done simply using Fourier 
transform satisfying open boundary conditions
cmn = 2i
m+n
L+ 1
L∑
p,q=1
cpq sin
(
πpm
L+ 1
)
sin
(
πqn
L+ 1
)
, (120)
with c0n = cL+1n = cm0 = cmL+1 = 0. Inserting Eq. (120) into Eq. (119), and using two follow-
ing sum identities
2
L+ 1
L∑
m=1
sin
(
πpm
L+ 1
)
sin
(
πqm
L+ 1
)
= δp,q, (121)
2
L+ 1
L∑
m=1
(−1)m+1 sin
(
πpm
L+ 1
)
sin
(
πqm
L+ 1
)
= δp+q,L+1, (122)
we can finally put Eq. (119) into a block form of 4 independent Grassmann variables
S0 =
L/2∑
p,q
2itx cos
πp
L+ 1
(
cpqc−p−q + cp−qc−pq
)
+ 2ity cos πq
L+ 1
(
cpqcp−q + c−pqc−p−q
)
, (123)
where, for example, c−pq is a short notation for cL+1−pq . The summation is performed only for 
1/4 of the Fourier modes (see Fig. 21(b)), since the other are related by the symmetry p → L +
1 − p and q → L + 1 − q . This block representation is convenient for computing the remaining 
integrals over the momenta, as a product of cosine functions as found by Kasteleyn, Temperley 
and Fischer
Q0 =
L/2∏ [
4t2x cos
2 πp
L+ 1 + 4t
2
y cos
2 πq
L+ 1
]
. (124)p,q=1
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The main ingredient of this recipe is the mirror factorization equation (116) of the partition 
function, which allows a direct integration over nilpotent variables. This mirror factorization is 
then the major obstacle to the generalization of this formalism in d > 2. Indeed, for the 3d case, 
a generalization of this factorization is far from obvious and remains to find.
Appendix C. General monomer–dimer partition function
The general monomer–dimer problem is a much more complex and challenging problem in 
statistical physics and combinatorics, because the position of the monomers are not fixed either 
than their number (cf. Fig. 22 for L = 2). From the point of view of theoretical physics, the 
number of monomers divided by the number of occupied site defines the monomer density ρ. 
It is long known that the full phase diagram of the monomer–dimer model does not admit any 
phase transition for ρ > 0 [59]. Furthermore the behavior of monomer–monomer correlations 
for finite density has been studied numerically [101], and strong evidences for exponential cor-
relations have been established, in accordance with mean-field calculations using Grassmann 
variables [114]. From a computational point of view, the problem has been shown to belong to 
the #P -complete enumeration class [75] and all the methods available are either efficient but 
approximative [8,82] or exact but desperately slow [1]. In this short appendix one shows how 
to use our exact solution to express the partition function of this enumerative problem. Let us 
start by counting the number of ways N2p(M, N) of choosing the positions of 2p monomers on 
an M × N lattice, the result is a simple binomial expression N2p(M, N) =
(
M2/2
p
)(
N2/2
p
)
. Using 
this formula we can sum up over the number of monomers 2p to obtain the number of ways to 
choose the positions of the monomers. Finally the number of terms in the full partition function 
is one (the pure dimer model) plus all the terms with an even number of monomers (one choose 
M = N = L for simplicity)
N(L) = 1 +
L2/2∑
p=1
N2p(L) = 2
L2
(
L2+1
2
)
√
π
(
L2+2
2
) . (125)
This number grows as 2L2 when the size of the lattice goes to infinity, making the problem impos-
sible to solve analytically. Since our method allows to calculate exactly the partition function of 
the dimer model on a square lattice of size M ×N with an arbitrary even number of monomers, 
then we can formally write down the full monomer–dimer partition function as a sum over the 
number and the positions of monomers
Z = Q0 +
∑
{ri }
Q2 +
∑
{ri }
Q4 + . . . (126)
which becomes simpler in the boundary case
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Number of configurations of the general monomer–dimer model for an L ×L square lattice computed using Eq. (126).
M\N 2 4 6 8
2 7 71 733 7573
4 71 10012 1453535 211351945
6 733 1453535 2989126727 61582117253688
8 7573 211351945 6158217253688 179788343101980135
Z = Q0
[
1 +
∑
ij
Cij +
∑
ijkl
(CijCkl ± permutation)
+
∑
ijklmn
(CijCklCmn ± permutation)+ . . .
]
. (127)
The general formula (126) allows for the numerical computation of the full partition function for 
small system sizes up to L = 8. Unfortunately, our method belongs to the second category, the 
algorithm time grows exponentially with the size of the system.
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